PROJECT IMAGO
“COME TO MY MACHINE AND GET TRANSFORMED”

As a scientist and paleontologist, Philip Savage's greatest and most ambitious project is "IMAGO",
designed to bring humanity from our extremely limited capabilities, to perfect completion, our full potential.
Forty thousand years ago, our immediate ancestors, Cro-Magnon, had a better convoluted and more
active brain, of 2.2 litres, not unlike a killer whale, or a dolphin. Today it is only 1.4 litres, a dramatic
deterioration in such a short time. Now try to imagine a humanity of a couple of million years ago, which
has, controversially, nothing at all to do with the Ape.
Dr. Savage says we have devolved for millions of years because of our vulnerability to the forces of
chaos, those forces of destruction. Thus, we are all larvae compared to our own potential. Consequently,
there is an evolutionary leap that's long overdue, which has also been blocked by the destructive forces -for millions of years.
Philip Savage has the capabilities to bring this project IMAGO into action, the project that will reconcile
Man and Earth. A Huge amount of money is needed to build the scientific instruments that Philip has
developed: Unique, specifically designed pyramids and a sphere of a rare alloy with a special bio-liquid
inside. Through thermal imagery he will connect to and process the people that are within the sphere.
Philip guarantees that on leaving the sphere, they will be complete humans, having been "fast-tracked" to
where we, as humans, should be -- guardians, not destroyers, of life on earth.
Currently we are not able to use our brains at more than ten percent. Through the IMAGO PROJECT, Dr.
Savage says, “we can do far better than taking our brains to our logical maximum of one hundred
percent. We can go back to true humanity, where there is no separation between the mind, the soul, the
body, every living being, everything in the universe, and with God.”
We have forgotten our Unity, our Oneness. We have been lobotomised from our senses, from one
another. This can be re-established; Philip is able to pass us the key, which we can then pass to others.
Philip is ready to delegate because time is now so short for our own and our earth's survival. First, he
needs to give people effective proof, QUICKLY, hence the global fire burn tests that prove, scientifically,
for the first time, the existence of a higher power.
Then, we need to set up the centres and laboratories with the necessary computers and personnel to
apply, on a larger scale, his advanced science of Morphogenic Composite-Ideogram Cybernetics (MCC).
With Philip's Morphogenic Cybernetics technology, scientists can blend the DNA and morphic images of
vast numbers of people into a single composite ideogram (like a "snowflake" or hologram) of condensed
digitised information. This ideogram is then processed by Dr Savage using his highly potent and proven
powers. The result is a shift in the recipients to a higher consciousness, a restoration of homeostasis, and
a removal of destructive behaviours. Applications of the MCC science in criminology, security, business,
health, and anti-terrorism, in fact to any social, political, ecological or corporate group, are limited only by
the imaginations of the applicants.
The people that respond to what Philip offers, when they realise what this is and that it must be used, will
be re-empowered. They will be awarded their chance to serve the Earth and to stand and fight for Life and
for Justice. They can come to Philip's machine and as he says, "be transformed". With Dr Savage, we
have the technological ability; all that's needed now is the financial. Then it’s up to the IMAGOS.

